
III.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES ON DUNVEGAN CASTLE. BY LOCKHART

BOGLE, F. S.A.ScoT. '

The statement of Dr Johnson and others that " MacRailt, the Dane "
had built a castle at Dunvegan in the 9th century is one upon
which it will not he difficult to form an opinion. The earliest date
that can be assigned to the original keep now existing on the top of
the rock goes back to the 14th century. It is possible, however, that
the summit may have been originally crowned by one of those
mysterious brochs, of which there are the ruins of five in the neighbour-
hood, on the shores of Loch Dunvegan, viz., Duns Thotaig, Osdale,
Colbost, Borreraig, and Corlorach.

In his description of the castle, Boswell (1773) says:—"There is
a very large unfinished pile, four storeys high, which, we were told,
was here when Leod, the first of this family, came from the Isle of
Man, married the heiress of the MacEailts, the ancient possessors of
Dunvegan, and afterwards acquired by conquest as much land as he
had got by marriage." 2 The above-mentioned ruinous building is shown

1 Ordnance Gazctcer of Scotland, sub wee Duufillan.
2 On the other hand, Skene, in his account of Clan Leod (Skene's Highlanders,

vol. ii. p. 273), states that for the Norwegian origin of the Macleods there is not
the vestige of authority, aud, so far from this account of their origin being sanctioned
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by Grose in liis view of the castle (1790) (fig. 1), and is undoubtedly
the oldest part of the castle as it stands. It was simply a massive
oblong keep, with a small but lofty tower embedded in the north side.
From its structure we know it to have been built in the 14th century,
and it was restored to use again about the end of last century. The
Macleods of Glenelg, otherwise styled of Harris and Dunvegan, had
charters of David II. (1329-71) so this part of the castle which belongs
to the 14th century must have been built by them. I give a drawing,
founded on measurements and research, of the probable appearance
of the castle about this time, with its sea-wall girdling the rock. All
is suggestive of nothing but vast strength and isolation (fig. 2).

Any vestige of what might be supposed to have been Macrailt's
fortress (except, perhaps, what seems a curious elevation of the sea-wall
to the north) does not exist. Secular building in stone and lime was
introduced into England, and later into Scotland, by the advent of
Norman influence; and the statement made by Dr Johnson and others
that the present keep was built in the 9th century by the Danes is
quite untenable.

In the sea-gate is presented an interesting study. A drawing, looking
towards it from the sea, is given (fig. 3). The larger original arched
gateway can easily be discerned, enclosing the smaller door-like entrance,
which, from its appearance, I attribute to the time of Eory More (15th
century). The dimensions of the original entrance are 7 feet 3 inches
wide by 8 feet 6 inches high. Until the time of the 19th Macleod
(about 1750) this entrance was the only means of access to the castle,

by the Chronicle of Man, that record is destitute of the slightest hint of any such
origin, or even of any passage which could be assumed as a ground for such an idea.
Nor does the tradition of Norwegian descent appear to be very old, for in a manu-
script genealogy of the Macleods, written in the 16th century, there is not a trace
of it. Prom the earliest period in which they are mentioned in history, they have
been divided into two great families of Macleod of Glenelg or Harris, and Macleod
of Lewis, the former being of old the proper chief of the clan. They are said to
have acquired the extensive lands in Skye (which they still hold) by marriage with
the daughter of Macraild or MacArailt, one of the Norwegian nobles of the Isles, and
from this connection, and the succession which was obtained by it, arose probably the-
tradition of their being descended from the Norwegian Kings of the Isles.
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and to it a rude flight of steps led up from the edge of the sea. A
somewhat similar arrangement existed at Eilan Donan Castle, in
Kintail. Boswell '.says the only approach to the castle, before the
opening of the land-gate, was by boat to the sea-gate.

In the drawing (fig. 3) can be easily seen the large triangular key-
stone of the arch, the other stones of which radiate but little. At one
side are two large vertical stones forming the cheeks ; those on the

Fig. 2. Duuvegan in the 14th century.

other side have been removed in reducing the entrance to its present
size, which is 6 feet 4 inches high by 3 feet 8 inches wide. The
cheeks of the smaller entrance, though now so much worn, have been
nicely carved, faced, and beaded.

Let us now look at another drawing, showing the same gate from the
inside (fig. 4). Here is additional evidence of the gateway having
been built up. On the right, part of a wedge-shaped mass of masonry
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has fallen away, revealing a very large beam- or bolt-hole (9 inches
square), which I sounded to the depth of 10 feet. This hole was
intended for the bolt of the original wide arched entrance. During
the hours of night, or whenever a surprise was possible, the massive
beam would be drawn from its recess and the end inserted in a hole

Fig. 3. The Sea-gate, Dunvegan.

on the opposite side of the gateway, thus effectually securing a door
which must have been of enormous size and strength. The present
door and bolt are modern. Two sets of former hinges for this smaller
door are still visible.

Above the door can be seen the lower fringe of the outer arch, and
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between this and the horizontal lintel across the door stones have
been loosely built. On the left side, the arch has been also built into
the masonry brought to the portcullis grooves. I suggest that these
alterations were carried out in the time of Sir Roderick Macleod, a

Kg. 4. The Sea-gate, Dunvegan, from the inside.

chief who flourished in Queen Mary's period. This old ponderous door
may have been an iron " grille " or grating, such as is to be seen in Fy vie
Castle and others.
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I now give a plan of the ground-floor of the castle. What is black
is of ancient date (fig. 5). The walls of what are now the cellars in
the north and oldest part of the building are of the thickness of 11
feet, and originally they formed one large hall, presumably the servants'
hall, with arched roof, and a beautifully arched fireplace (now bricked

Fig. 5. Dunvegan Castle—plan of ground-floor.

up) at the south end. The modern cellar-doors would be windows to
the hall. Immediately above it was another hall of the same size,
which would be for the chief and his guests. The entrance to the
keep itself was through the thickness of the north wall on a higher
level than the ground-floor (as I have shown it in fig. 2). The passage
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is a yard wide in a wall 9 feet thick, and is still used, leading into the
chief's hall. On looking at the plan, a primitive stair will be seen
passing through the thickness of the north wall, communicating on the
way with the dungeon by a narrow slit in the wall (near which is a
bricked-up aperture, which might repay exploration). This stair has
a loop-hole at its angle, and communicates between the hall above and
the lower hall.

The dungeon, as seen on the plan, is the ground-floor of the small
tower. It is 4 feet 4 inches by 6 feet, and can only be entered through
a square opening in the small chamber above, secured by a large stone
with iron ring, and it extends into the gloom below, where it has been
excavated out of the solid rock to the depth of 16 feet. It has a
narrow loop-hole facing the north, but high up near the arched roof, so
that the inmate of this horrible prison must have been enveloped in
darkness or semi-twilight on the brightest day. Here it is known
" lan Dubh," one of the early chiefs, who waded through the blood of his
nearest relatives to attain the chieftainship, had imprisoned some of his
victims. The bottom of the dungeon was strewn with the bones of
sheep, which may in bygone times have been thrown to the prisoners.

From the elevated entrance represented in fig. 2 there enters a
flight of steps already mentioned through the thickness of the north wall
to a high arched space, 5 feet wide, which enters the upper hall. Off this
arched space, and as a continuation of the steps, is an opening only 21
inches wide entering a chamber above the dungeon 6 feet by 11 feet,
furnished with two loop-holes, and the stone and iron ring
before alluded to. Entering the upper hall again at the south-west
corner is a curious chamber in the wall, 4 feet 6 inches by 3 feet 6
inches, which has finely dressed cheek-stones, hinges for a good door,
and a small loop-hole, and recess opposite. This probably was a place
for concealment of valuables in times of danger,—in fact, a kind of
mediaeval safe. The upper hall had, no doubt, the four windows it now
has, but they must have been much smaller. The two storeys above
it are now fitted up as bedrooms. Each chamber of the small turret
above the dungeon has loop-holes, and communicates with the correspond-
ing storey of the keep. In one chamber is a well-contrived latrine—
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Fig. 6. Dunvegan Castle—tower built by Alister Crotach.



1'ig. 7. Dunvegan in Alister Crotach's time.
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this latter alone going far to determine the date of erection. It seems
that an epidemic of building strong square keeps raged in the Isles in

I?ig. 8. Carved fragment, Dimvegan.

the 14th century, when the Scots began to raise their heads after the
battle of Bannockburn.

" Alister Crotach," or The Humpbacked, built early in the 16th century

Kg. 9. Carved fragment, Dunvegan.

a very strong square tower, of which I give a drawing (fig. 6). It
remains to-day outwardly as it was raised by this chief, a beautiful piece
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of mediaeval castle building. A very steep and narrow winding stair
communicating with the three chambers of the tower ascends to the
crow-stepped roof. There is a passage round the edge of the roof,
within the raised outer wall of the tower. There are peep-holes to look
through, and embrasures to fire through, if necessary ; the wall is high,
and there is a sense of practical security from the enemy below, which

does not pertain to the modern crenellations
on the adjacent roof. Small stone cannon
serve as gargoyles.

Fig. 7 is a view from land of the castle as
it would have appeared in Alister Grotaeh's
time ; a grand specimen of compact strength.

John Breac Macleod made many alterations
and additions on the castle, as set forth on a
slab of stone, of date 1686, now lying in the
court-yard. He was the last to keep up the
old feudal style of life in the Highlands, and
retained his harper, jester, bard, and piper,
who, with numerous retainers, thronged his
halls, and contributed to foster among his
people the fame and glory of their chief.

There is in the court-yard a fragment of
stone, containing a carving of the early form
of the thistle of Scotland (fig. 8), and another
fragment containing a curious representation of
what must be a bird (fig. 9).

In the court-yard, placed against the sea-
wall, is a singular effigy in stone of a lady

(fig. 10), which undoubtedly came originally from the chapel on
the mainland at hand, of which building the mere shell now
stands. The shoes, with pointed toes and high heels, belong to the
time of James II.; as also do the bunchy skirt, divided in front,
and the high compressed bodice. The tight sleeves and head-dress are
peculiar, perhaps Scottish in fashion, but belong to that period. I have
little hesitation in putting her down as the wife of John Breac Macleod,

Fig. 10. Carved figure,
Duuvegan.



Fig. 12. Dunvegan—from a drawing by Daniell, 1819.
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whose name was Flora, daughter of Sir James Macdonald of Sleat. The
slab setting forth the restoration is of date 1686, and has a moulding
carved on it, which shows it to be of a piece with the slabs (figs, 8
and 9), on one of which occur the initials F M D for Flora Macdonald,
and on the other, J M L for John Macleod.

Norman Macleod, the 19th chief, Boswell says, opened out a doorway
on the land side, probably about 1750, placing beneath it a flight of
steps which reached to the bottom of the rock.

The next view (fig. 11) is taken from an old water-colour drawing in
the castle. It represents the castle after Johnson's time, when some
alterations had been made. The handsome stone balustrade, with stone
cannon to correspond with those on the tower, is of considerably older
date. In this drawing we see that the old keep has been renovated,
and the small turret furnished with a dome-like roof. In all probability,
General Macleod, 20th chief, carried out these alterations about the end
of last century.

In the next drawing (by Daniell, 1819) there are great changes
(fig.. 12). The moat or ditch is filled up and bridged across, where two
octagonal towers, with an arched doorway between them, form an impos-
ing entrance. The stone steps leading down the rock from the former
smaller door still exist in the entrance to the servants' portion of the
building. There is also a pair of wooden drawbridges.

In fig. 13,1 give a view of the present castle, which has had some
alterations effected on it by the late Macleod of Macleod.

It is known that there once existed in Dunvegan Castle numerous
priceless relics, which were long cherished by the Macleods. Though
it is not within the scope of this article to enumerate those which are
still preserved, I cannot refrain from mentioning some which have dis-
appeared amongst them—the harp of Roderick Morrison, the blind harper
of John Breac Macleod. Boswell speaks of Eory More's bow, " which
hardly any man now can bend"; and of his oaken bed, with this in-
scription, " Sir Eorie Macleod of Dunvegan, Knight. God send good
rest." He also mentions " some old pieces of iron armour, immensely
heavy." Pennant speaks of a " round shield made of iron, that even in
its decayed state weighs near twenty pounds."
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The late Maoleod of Macleod most courteously afforded me every
opportunity and facility for making the above notes on that, interesting

Fig. 14. Drinking-Horn, Dunvegan.

stone-and-lime record of feudal power in the Highlands—Dunvegan
Castle.

Fig. 15. Two-handed Sword at Dunvegan.
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MONDAY, 13th May 1895.

THOMAS GEAVES LAW, Foreign Secretary, in the Chair.

The following Donations to the Museum and Library were laid on
the table, and thanks voted to the Donors :—

(1) By FRANCIS TRESS BAEBY, M.P., Keiss Castle, Caithness.

Sculptured Stone, being a slab, of irregularly oblong shape, from the
pavement beds of the Old Bed Sandstone of Caithness, 3 feet 2
inches in length by 21 inches in breadth, and bearing incised
sculpturings on one side only. The stone, which is exceedingly
friable, had been broken through the middle, and a triangular
space of the upper or sculptured face separated into many small

Fig. 1. Sculptured Stone, from the Birkle Hills, Keiss, Caithness. dV)

fragments, which were, however, carefully preserved by Mr Barry,
and after the receipt of the stone at the Museum the whole -were pieced
together and the stone bedded in cement. It was found on the smaller
of the two sand-hills known as the Birkle Hills, at the mouth of the
"Water of Wester, on the estate of Keiss. These sand-hills are thus
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described by Mr Samuel Laing, who made some superficial examination
of them in 1864 :—" They stand amidst the hillocks of blown sand, about
200 yards from the sea-shore on the raised beach of sand and flat
shingle stones which can here be traced distinctly for some distance.
The larger mound is roughly conical, about 40 feet high and 120 yards
in circumference at the base. The lower mound commences about 100
yards north-east of the other, and is a long irregular mound, which may
be taken roughly at 30 feet high, 100 yards long, and 10 yards wide.
The surface of both mounds is of sand, covered with small stones from
the adjacent raised beach, and, in the case of the smaller mound especially,
with a vast number of limpet or periwinkle shells, and animal teeth and
bones."—(Laing's Prehistoric B.emains of Caithness, 1866, p. 30, and
Proceedings, vol. viii. p. 47.) Mr Barry's recent excavations have dis-
closed the existence of the lower part of a very well-preserved broch on
the larger Birkle Hill, which is titled Castle Linglas on the Ordnance
map. The smaller mound has also been shown to bear the foundations
of a dry-built structure, apparently of an oblong rectangular outline, and
the sculptured stone was found among a number of other slabs laid flat
in the area within these foundations, having been placed there appar-
ently as pavement. The incised sculpturing is on one side only, and
consists of two of the peculiar symbols of the early sculptured
monuments, viz., (1) a disc or mirror-like figure, with a smaller disc at
one side, answering to the handle of the mirror, and the body of the
disc ornamented with two concentric circles, surrounded by five arcs,
not unlike a five-petalled flower figure ; and (2) a figure of three ovals
placed side by side, and each intersected in a peculiar way by four
curves in the centre. The mirror-like figure, or mirror-case as it has
been called, occurs on a good many of the sculptured monuments of the
early incised class, from Aherdeenshire northwards, and one bearing on
the disc a four-petalled flower-like figure very similar to this occurs at
Inverury. The triple oval symbol is only known in Caithness, however.
Until quite recently it was altogether unknown, the first example having
been discovered at Sandside in 1889, and the second having been
detected on the back of the Skinnet stone by Mr J. Eomilly Allan shortly
thereafter. This example from Keiss is therefore the third known of

VOL. xxix. a
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these northern stones bearing the new symbol, and is consequently a
most -welcome addition to the National Museum.

Circular Disc of red sandstone, 1| inches in diameter and f inch in
thickness, found in the course of the excavation by Mr Barry of the
Eoad Broch at Keiss. The disc has been artificially shaped and smoothed,
and bears on one side (fig. 2) some obscure markings like'incised letters,
and on the other (fig. 3) a number of incised markings within a border
of two parallel lines, which have a suggestive resemblance to runes.
Enlarged photographs of these have been submitted to Professor Stephens

Figs. 2 and 3. Disc of Sandstone, from the Road Broch, Keiss—(slightly enlarged).

of Copenhagen, Professor Bugge of Christiania, Dr Soderberg of Lund,
Dr Bernhard Saline, of the National Museum, Stockholm, and other
authorities, but without eliciting any decisive contribution towards the
elucidation of the nature and significance of these inscriptions, if such
they be. They certainly present more of the appearance of inscriptions
than of ornament, and in this respect they can scarcely be classed with
the discs of similar form and material, but slightly larger in size, from
Scatness, near Sumburgh Head, in Shetland, which were also found in the
ruins of a broch, and present ornamental designs on obverse and reverse.
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(2) By THOMAS JOHN, 18 St Bernard's Crescent.

Perforated Wedge-shaped Stone Hammer, 11 inches in length, found
in a moss at Auchencairn, Kirkcudbrightshire, in 1859.

(3) By Dr E. DB BRUS TROTTER, Perth.

Small Stone Hammer of gneissose stone, found ten years ago at a
tumulus on the farm of Toft Hill, parish of Tihbermore, Perthshire.

(4) By JOHN GRAHAM.

Two Arrow-heads of reddish chert, from Louisiana, United States of
America.

(5) By J. MAXTONE GRAHAME, F.S.A. Scot.

The Stool of Discipline of the parish of Monzie. This " Stool of
Eepeutance " was the seat upon which the delinquents found guilty by
the Kirk Session of offences implying church discipline were placed to
receive their rebukes from the pulpit in face of the congregation. In
this case it is an ordinary oblong stool of piuewood, 21J inches in length
by 8 inches in breadth, and standing 17 inches high. Its supports
are two boards joined to the seat near the ends, and having a triangular
piece cut out of the lower end of each so as to make the stool stand,
as it were, on four feet. A round hole in the top of the stool serves
to put the finger through for carrying it. But for its height, it might
have been an ordinary kitchen stool.

(6) By FBANCIS J. GRANT, W.S., F.S.A. Scot., Carrick Pursuivant,
the Author.

The Grants of Corriemony. Privately printed. 4to, 1895.

(7) By V. BusuTTiij, Head-master, Government School, Vittorioso,
Malta, the Author.

Holiday Customs in Malta. 12mo, 1895.
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The following Articles for the Museum and Books for the Library,
acquired by the Purchase Committee during the Session 30th November
1894 to 4th May 1895, were also Exhibited :—

Eight polished Stone Axes, and seven oval Knives of Porphyry, part of a
hoard found at Modesty, Bridge of Walls, Shetland, in 1894. [See the
previous Communication by Mr Kinghorn.]

Polished perforated Stone Axe, with hollowed sides, found at Lough
Erne, Ireland.

Small Whetstone found at Leswalt, and another found at Markinch,
Wigtownshire.

Twelve Discs of shale, from Portpatrick Churchyard.
Stone Axe, from Dunedin, New Zealand.
Iron Floor Candlestick, from Corsock, Dumfriesshire.
Polished Stone Axe, from Giffnock, Dumfriesshire.
Collection of Flint Implements; from Culbin Sands.
Report of the Commission on the Oher Germanische Eaetische Limes.

Heidelberg, 1894, 4to, Part I.
Autiquites -de la Eussie Meridionale. By Eeinach, Kondakoff, and

Tolstoi. Paris, 1891, 4to, Parts II. and III.
Spurrall's English-Welsh Dictionary. Carmarthen, 1872, 8vo.
Memoirs of John Napier of Merchiston, his Lineage, Life, and Times ;

with a History of the Invention of Logarithms. By Mark Napier.
Edinburgh, 1834, 4to.

Memoirs of the Marquis of Montrose. By Mark Napier. Edinburgh,
1856, 8vo, 2 vols.

Memorials illustrative of the Life and Times of John Graham of Claver-
house, Viscount Dundee. By Mark Napier. Edinburgh, 1859, 8vo, 3
vols.

Nugae Derelictae : Documents illustrative of Scottish Affairs, 1206—
1715. By James Maidment. Edinburgh, 1888, 8vo.

Genealogical Fragments. By James Maidment. Berwick, 1855, 8vo,
pp. 15. Printed for private circulation.

Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Century. By Alexander
Allardyce. Edinburgh, 1888, 8vo, 2 vols.
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History of the Burgh Schools of Scotland. By James Grant. London,
1876, 8vo.

Memoranda of the State of the Parochial Eegisters of Scotland. By
William B. Turnbull. Edinburgh, 1849, 8vo.

The Origins of Invention. A Study of Industry among Primitive
Peoples. By Otis T. Mason. London, 1895, 8vo.

Satan's Invisible World Discovered. By George Sinclair. Edinburgh,
1871, 8vo.

Ancient Lives of Scottish Saints. By Eev. W. M. Metcalfe. Paisley,
1895, 8vo.

The Eude Stone Monuments of Ireland. By Col. W. G. Wood-
Martin. Dublin, 1889, 8vo.

A Survey of the Antiquarian Eemains on the Island of Innismurray.
By W. F. Wakeman. Dublin, 1893, 8vo.

The Evil Eye : an Account of this Wide-spread Superstition. By
T. T. Elworthy. London, 1895, 8vo.

There were also Exhibited :—

(1) By JAMBS PATTEN MACDOUGALL of Gallanach.
Collection of Animal Bones, and Implements of Stone, Bronze or Brass,

Iron and Pottery, from the refuse-heap at the base of Dun Fheurain,
Gallanach, Argyllshire. [See the subsequent Communication by Dr
Joseph Anderson.]

(2) By JAMBS CUELB, jun., F.S.A. Scot., Librarian.
Six Early Iron-Age Brooches, from the Island of Gotland, Sweden.

[See the subsequent Communication by Mr Jas. Curie.]

(3) By WILLIAM M'LAREN, Architect, Perth, through A. G. EEID,
F.S.A. Scot.

Stone Cup, with handle of steatitic stone, 6| inches in total length,
the hollow of the cup being 3 inches by 2| inches, and 1| inches
in depth, the handle broken, the interior ornamented with a band of
irregular oblique lines, apparently cut with a knife, found on the farm
of Lochlane, near Crieff.


